A Zwift Journey Winter 2021/22
Smart Trainer
Shortly after publishing the last bulletin, the
trainer started to get noisy to the point of
distraction. This was after seven months and
15,800km. It had been making the odd noise
since new but this was something else. To
Wahoo's credit, having uploaded a video to
the support desk, there was absolutely no
argument or discussion. I reported the issue
on Sunday 31 October. The trainer was
collected on Thursday 4 November and a
warranty replacement (that is a refurbished
unit) was delivered Thursday 11 November.
Whereas the noise from the original trainer
came from the flywheel and was a "ticking"
sound, the replacement made a knocking
sound out of the box, which appears to come
from the belt drive area. However it only
becomes noticeable at higher belt speeds,
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when I am either descending or have other
things to think about (zones 3 and above). I
will persevere until the unit either stops
working or the noise again becomes a
distraction. Having said that, the original
trainer never actually stopped working  it
just got noisy.
Regular readers may recall my hesitation to
upgrade from a dumb to a smart trainer, as it
(still) appears all makes of electronic trainers
have issues. Should the replacement have
issues when out of warranty, I am now of the
attitude that the expense has been well
worthwhile for a year of Zwifting and will not
hesitate in buying a replacement, or even an
upgrade.

Chain Lubrication
Having moved my setup from the
garage to the spare bedroom for
the winter, I thought I would
experiment with waxing the chain
rather than using traditional cycle
chain oil.
The oz cycle YouTube channel
recommends a homemade wax
solution to keep the transmission
clean and shiny! It also suggests
the transmission will last longer.
First step is to thoroughly clean the
transmission. That is derailleur
jockey wheels, chain rings and
cassette with degreaser followed
by a wash and dry. The chain will need
particular attention by means of thorough
agitation in petrol before degreasing and
washing.
Prepare a 50/50 solution of paraffin wax
(think candles) and paraffin oil (think
greenhouse heaters). Melt the wax in an old
saucepan and then add the oil. I suggest you
add the oil in the open as it took ages to

remove the smell from the kitchen.
Thoroughly mix the solution and then soak
the chain until there are no more bubbles.
Remove, wipe off the excess before the
solution solidifies and hang to cool.
Having refitted the freshly waxed chain it
was much quieter than it was with fresh
cycle lube. However it is not all good news.
Although after 400 kms the chain was still
clean, the rocker plate was covered in oily
specks. I can only assume that these
were the remains of oil lube that were
not completely removed during the
cleaning process.
The image above shows the freshly
waxed transmission and the image to
the left after 400kms. At this point the
chain was starting to get noisy.
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Chain Lubrication  continued
To test the theory that the deposits on the
rockerplate were caused by using a chain
that had previously been lubricated with
traditional cycle oil, I fitted a new chain,
which I had degreased and waxed in the
50/50 wax/oil solution.
After a couple of hours riding, the rockerplate
was again covered in specks, but not to the
same extent as with the used chain.
The bike frame was also covered in specks
of wax. With the original chain I had to use
degreaser to remove the deposits; with the
new chain a vacuum cleaner was sufficient.
I conclude that traditional cycle oil retains the
minute metal fragments created by metal to
metal contact, which is why bicycle chains

Jensie Badge
I have previously mentioned "hidden"
badges, one of which is the "Bigger than
Jensie" badge, awarded on receiving 100
Ride Ons in a single ride.
I have ignored the badge as I could not
see it ever being achievable.
WRONG  all you need do is to join a Pace
Partner (Cara Cadence in my case) on
Christmas Morning when the Rapha
Festive 500 is running. 90 minutes should
do it!
Just like the London Bus, you wait ages
only for two to come along at the same
time  another 100+ Ride Ons received on
Boxing Day when riding with Cara....
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get dirty very quickly.
Conversely, a waxed chain does not retain
these metal fragments, ejecting them
(everywhere). Because the chain therefore
remains cleaner, not only is it quieter but
should also not wear out as quickly.
Interestingly the waxed chain made
excessive noise when running "bigtobig" or
"smalltosmall"  perhaps another reason for
the chain lasting longer as the noise
discourages running these configurations.
I will continue with waxing chains for the
indoor trainer as the advantages outweigh
the disadvantages  despite the wax not
lasting as long as oil before the chain gets
noisy.

